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Last Horizon, the world's first fully immersive RPG, leaves beta and goes live! Rejoin David, Miriam,

Will, and Lavender as they spend David's last few months trying to find happiness and joy within the

world of Last Horizon and deal with those not content to let the friends enjoy their time together.
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Just... wow. I'd give this book (and series) 6 stars if I could. Extremely well written. Engaging story

line, and characters so real that Mr. Schinhofen had me all in "the feels" like I was reading "Old

Yeller". The mature nature of the characters drew me in, and I laughed with them through much of

the book. The engagement of the NPC's as "real" people (which is more and more popular in

LitRPG) was extremely well done, and critical to the story in many ways. I can't say enough good

things about these books. Well done!

Excellent storyline, with fantastic writing and engaging characters.This book is an amazing finally to

Last Horizon: BetaYes it is LitRPG, however it is one of the best fantasy series I have read for a

while

Awesome just freaking awesome, I love it. What a great read and what a great ending. I just love it.

the author has done a great job with this one and the 1st in the series , am hoping he will continue



with them ,

Im hoping Daniel decides to continue the series. The characters were really relatable. Hoping to

read more books from this author

I really liked this book can't wait to see where the next book takes the story I will definitely read the

next book if he does one

Mr. Schinhofen accomplished something few authors manage. Without spoiling anything all I can

say is that he had me in tears. it was an emotional workout. Lucky for him the payoff was good

enough (and what I was damned near praying for) to make to make the torture he put me through

worth the mental trauma. If it hadn't been this review would have a whole lot different. Buy it. Go

now, I'm done. Get the book. Go.

I've read many LitRPG over time. It is extremely rare for a story, any story to let the dust hit my eyes

so. Daniel, I only wish I could convey the range of emotions in a story like you have.To everybody

else; if you don't read this, I have no idea what to say. You are missing such a great story and

journey. I'm going to go and hug my family now.
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